Painting fields

Tips from your peers on technique and equipment

“The Tru Mark E100 is very simple to operate, very efficient, and very easy to use. It’s lightweight, making it easy to handle and easy to push. The design is simple which makes it a low maintenance product,” says Darrell Carlson, maintenance supervisor, Fremont High School, Fremont, NE.

Tru Mark says it has solved the time-consuming task of applying hash marks, blocked lettering and boundary marking without using stencils. The Marker E-100 with its optional paint boom now provides sports turf and grounds maintenance staff a means to quickly applying a 24 x 4 hash mark, boundary stripes and lettering. The two nozzles paint boom with painting box ensures a quick and professional looking wide line for striping football fields, sidelines, end lines, end zones and coaches/player boxes.

The grounds maintenance staff at Lewis Palmer High School, Monument, CO extensively uses the spray boom for their herbicide applications with great results, reports Tru Mark. The optional spray boom on their RS-500 Rider can function as a field marker (end zone marking), herbicide sprayer, and fertilizer applicator for large sport fields.

Recent upgrades to the two 3.3 gallon per minute 12 volt electric pumps ensure speed and pressure. The spray wand with 20 feet of hose comes standard for spot spraying in restricted areas. See www.athleticfieldmarker.com.

A crew member (left) marks a one-piece, 6 mil poly stencil’s color-coded half moon cutouts. When the stencil is removed, the crew (right) connects the dots and fills in with the proper color spray paint.

Partac/Beam Clay produces one-piece stencils designed by the same art department that handles many NFL logos; custom cut from your specifications. A 30 x 160-ft. endzone stencil typically weighs about 70 lbs. and can be used for years with proper care.
**ATHLETIC FIELD SIDELINE MAT**

Strong and durable Enkamat teamed with a tough polyester fabric can provide maximum protection for your natural turf athletic field. EnkamatPlus is a unique product made of a 3/4-in. nylon matting that has been heat bonded to a polyester fabric. The 95 percent open, three-dimensional matting provides an airspace and a structure that flexes as athletes and coaches continually walk over the sideline area. The polyester provides a smooth walkable surface that allows rainfall to penetrate through to the turf below.

Colbond, Inc. / 828-665-5016
For information, circle 161, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-161

**SIDELINE COVERS**

CoverSports USA's FieldSaver football sideline cover will save your sideline turf whether it's natural or artificial. Its durable polypropylene fiber allows for passage of air and water, and its heavy-duty construction can handle any football team.

Five stock sizes are available from 14 x 50 ft. to 14 x 150 ft., or custom sizes can be made. School names and logos can be imprinted.

CoverSports USA / 800-445-6680
For information, circle 166, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-166
Bench tarp exceeds expectations

There's a new bench tarp material on the market called EnkamatPlus and according to its manufacturer, Colbond, it is capable of withstanding continuous pounding from the feet of athletes, coaches and spectators while protecting natural grass.

Ross Kurcab, Turf Manager of the Denver Broncos, was one of the first to put the new tarps to the test and declared that the decision to purchase the tarps proved to be the right one.

"When compared to the geo-blanket, which we installed side by side with these bench tarps, the difference was significant, with less damage to the grass under the tarps. They honestly exceeded my expectations. After a game, when we rolled them up, we saw the grass in much better shape than the grass outside the tarped area where a lot of foot traffic occurred. We were very impressed with the condition of the grass."

EnkamatPlus consists of durable Enkamat bonded to polyester geotextile. Enkamat is a geomatrix matting that provides an air space underneath the cover, which results in a reusable cover that preserves natural grass.

"We're very confident that EnkamatPlus will play a dominant role in a groundskeeper's quest for natural turf protection, particularly at the player's bench," says Bob Curry, president of Covermaster Inc., exclusive marketer of the product in North America.

The product is available in 16 feet width, in rolls up to 150 feet in length. It is also highly recommended as a concert cover suitable for seating, stage and sound set-ups. For more information call Covermaster at 800-387-5808.
FIELD LINE MARKER
Newstripe has available its all-new ECO-LINER field marker, a battery-powered unit that runs quietly (one charge lasts 8 hours) and eliminates gas costs or compressor maintenance. The pump draws paint from a standard 5-gal. pail without pressure, lid clamps, air tanks, etc. when you’ve emptied one bucket of premixed paint, just lift off and put a new one in. To begin striping set a bucket of paint on the machine, snap on the lid, and pull the trigger.

Newstripe/800-624-6706
For information, circle 165, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-165

BATTERY-POWERED MARKERS
The Topline series of battery-powered line markers are used at all levels of play from the majors to parks and recreation. They are the easiest markers to clean in the industry and are whisper quiet when in operation, says the manufacturer. The Topline TXF-252 and 505 models both offer tip-back tanks for easy cleaning, low pressure application, 6-gal. tank capacity, and battery charger. A paint gun option is available for painting logos and other large areas.

Beacon Ballfields/800-747-5985
For information, circle 164, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-164

FIELD MARKING PAINT
MAX from Pioneer contains Halogen 2000 and Optiwite optical brighteners for bright white lines. This formula is higher in density and solids than ordinary paints so it lasts up to 50 percent longer, says the manufacturer. These brighteners are mixed in the paint to provide lines that “glow” during televised games. Will not harm turf, equipment, or uniforms.

Pioneer Manufacturing/800-877-1500
For information, circle 160, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-160

Kubota gives you a range of affordable compact utility tractors for turf and landscape work. They are tough and tender at the same time.

Tough: Handle all the different landscaping and grounds maintenance jobs you need to get done with Kubota’s Performance-Matched loaders and backhoes, plus operate tillers, mowers, sprayers, snowblowers and more.

Tender: You can choose standard turf tires, Galaxy turf special tires for a light step on the turf or R4 industrial tires for multi-purpose use.

Your Kubota dealer can help you choose the powerful, versatile, affordable model that’s best for your work and your budget.

M5700 • GRAND L

TURF TOUGH. TURF TENDER.

L4610
• 45.5 PTO HP, GST model, Glide Shift Transmission
• 39 PTO HP, HST model, Feather Step Hydrostatic
• 4-speed, four-wheel drive
• Power steering
• Deluxe, integral cab available

M5700
• 55 PTO HP & TVCS Kubota diesel engine
• Live, Independent Hydrostatic PTO
• Standard transmission & IER
• Hydraulic shuttle option
• Hydrostatic power steering

For more information, call 1-888-4-KUBOTA, Ext. 408 or write to Kubota Tractor Corporation, 3401 Del Amo Boulevard, Dept. ST, Torrance, CA 90403. Financing available through Kubota Credit Corporation. www.kubota.com

http://www.sportsturfmanager.com • STMA
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SPORTSTURF 31
FIELD MARKING PAINT

Game Day 8050 Super White Athletic Field Marking Paint is a product by Suntec Paint that is specifically developed with the needs of the sports turf professional in mind. Game Day 8050 is highly pigmented with concentrated amounts of titanium dioxide and optical brighteners to give an extremely brilliant white finish. The pigment loading contains no calcium carbonate, eliminating a limestone buildup on the field and drastically reducing settling after mixing. Game Day 8050 also contains more latex resin, which gives added durability for a longer lasting job. This environmentally friendly product contains no harmful ingredients, allowing grass to grow back vibrantly and healthy. Its highly concentrated formula allows the user to dilute two to three parts water to one part paint to achieve the desired level of brightness. It stays in suspension longer after mixing, with no hard settling. It is easy to mix and clean up is with soap and water.

Suntec Paint/800-333-1104
For information, circle 162, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-162

Because their definition of “playable” will never be the same as yours.

Most sport facilities are often faced with very short periods of time between sport seasons to get their fields “playable”.

Typar® Turf Blankets will enhance germination and root growth, allowing for earlier usage and greater survival through seasons.

Call 800-455-3392

TURF COVER

Supreme-Green turf growth cover can serve many purposes for baseball, soccer, and football fields. The product promotes accelerated seed germination, encourages root development, and delays dormancy in the fall, as well reducing winter damage.

Available in any size, these turf covers are UV treated, one-piece constructed woven polyethylene and come with anchor peg and storage bag.

Covertech also now has available its Green Shield rain cover/bench tarp.

Covertech/800-837-8961
For information, circle 159, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-159

PERMALINE™

PERMANENT LINES FOR NATURAL GRASS ATHLETIC FIELDS NO MORE PAINTING OR CHALKING !!!

• One-Time Easy Installation
• Virtually Maintenance Free
• Potential Payback Under 1 Year !
• 10 - 15 Year Lifespan
• 5 Year Warrantee
• Patented Product (#6048282)
• Mow Field As Usual

SLASH FIELD MARKING BUDGETS !!!

• Soccer
• Baseball
• Football

White Line Intersection
CALL TOLL FREE : (666) 546 - 3787, (514) 369 - 3432, Fax :(514) 369 - 0150
email : info@permalinesports.com
www.permalinesports.com
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ATHLETIC FIELD COVERS

Sometimes getting muddy is what it is all about and the only cover needed is one to mark the sideline and coach’s box. Workhorse Sideline Protector combines the durability of an 8-oz. spun bound polypropylene fabric with 8-oz. PVC Mesh. Both meet NCAA regulations and are available in sizes to fit your needs. Also available are WeatherBeater Basic and Disposable Sideline Covers; many of our covers can be printed with your choice of images. Roll it up and take it with you on the road.

Colorado Linings/888-546-4641
For information, circle 093
In & On the Ground

ONE-PIECE STENCILS
Economical one-piece stencils designed by the folks who do most of the NFL logos can be custom cut by Partac/Beam Clay. They use 6 mil poly sheets up to 160 ft. long with color-coded half-moon cutouts that you spray paint or mark with chalk, then connect and fill in with spray paint after removing the stencil.

Partac/Beam Clay/800-247-2326
For information, circle 094

LINK PUMP SYSTEM & CONTROLS
Watertronics closes the loop between the irrigation pumping system and the irrigation central controls with the PumpLink software interface. Used in conjunction with Watervision operating software, PumpLink connects the pump station and the irrigation program so they communicate in real time, which allows the irrigation system to get water to where it is needed reliably. The PumpLink interface comes standard with Watervision (which will run on any brand of irrigation pumping system), and is fully compatible with all the major irrigation manufacturer’s operating software programs.

Watertronics/800-356-6686
For information, circle 169, or see www.OneRS.net/209sp-169

SPORTSTURF

Olympic Softball Complex
Columbus, Georgia

Call for information and samples of our full line of sports field products including:
• Infield Material
• Topdressing Sand
• Rootzone Material
• Warning Track Material

Contact:
Marty Wilson
800-273-8608

1487 Blackdirt Road, Whitesburg, Georgia 30185
www.sportsturf.net
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